W e show both analytically and through Monte Carlo simulations that applying standard hazard models to right-truncated data, i.e., data from which all right-censored observations are omitted, induces spurious positive duration dependence and hence can trick researchers into believing to have found evidence of social contagion when there is none. Truncation also tends to deflate the effect of time-invariant covariates. These results imply that not accounting for right truncation can lead managers to rely too much on word of mouth in generating new product adoption and to poorly identify the customers most likely to adopt early. Not accounting for right truncation can also lead to suboptimal pricing decisions and to erroneous assessments of variations in customer lifetime value. We assess the effectiveness of four possible solutions to the problem and find that only using an analytically corrected likelihood function protects one against truncation artifacts inflating coefficients of contagion and attenuating coefficients of time-invariant covariates.
Introduction
Marketers are often interested in understanding how long it takes for events to happen and what drives these durations to be short or long. What explains how long it takes for potential customers to adopt a new product? For firms to enter a new market? For current customers to churn? For salespeople to leave? Typically, these questions are investigated using hazard models that take into account that some cases are "right-censored," i.e., that they will ultimately make the transition but have not done so yet by the end of the observation window.
Hazard models are frequently used in studies of new product adoption and firm entry investigating some type of contagion. Convincingly documenting contagion effects in nonexperimental studies is difficult and subject to several threats to validity, stemming mostly from omitted variables and reverse causality. These challenges are by now well recognized in sociology, economics, and marketing (e.g., Aral et al. 2009 , Erbring and Young 1979 , Jackson 2008 , Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001 , Van den Bulte and Stremersch 2004 . What has not been appreciated so far in any of those fields, however, is that right truncation in hazard modeling-i.e., not observing or ignoring right-censored cases, an issue faced by marketing scientists in several recent studiescan also trick one into seeing evidence of contagion when there is none.
1 Using both analytics and Monte Carlo simulations, we first show that omitting rightcensored observations from one's data indeed generates spurious positive duration dependence and other artifacts, and we then assess the effectiveness of four possible corrections to protect one from such truncation artifacts. 2 Standard hazard rate modeling properly accounts for the information about the right-censored cases: even though one does not know these cases' exact 1 Truncation and censoring in duration data are related but distinct concepts. Censoring occurs whenever there are cases whose event times fall outside the observation window, whereas truncation occurs whenever such censored cases are excluded from the analysis. Right censoring occurs when one or more cases at risk of transitioning have not done so yet by the end of the observation window. Right truncation occurs when these right-censored cases are excluded from the analysis. Left censoring refers to situations where the unobserved transitions take place before the start of the observation window rather than after its end, and left truncation occurs when the left censored cases are excluded from the analysis. Unlike right truncation, left truncation does not create spurious duration dependence or spurious contagion (see §1 of the electronic companion to this paper, available as part of the online version that can be found at http://mktsci.pubs.informs.org/). 2 We focus our analysis on right-truncation bias in hazard modeling of duration data, as opposed to the issues of truncation, responsebased sampling, and selective data pruning in cross-sectional and panel data structures, which are already well documented (e.g., Andrews and Currim 2005, Zanutto and Bradlow 2006) . event time, one knows it falls after the end of the observation window. Still, there are several occasions in which researchers do not observe the censored cases at all and have genuinely truncated data (e.g., Moe and Fader 2002, Nam et al. 2010) or where they choose to delete such cases under the assumption that they were never at risk of adopting anyway, either in the main analysis (e.g., Manchanda et al. 2008) or as a robustness check (e.g., Bell and Song 2007) . Researchers may also choose to delete right-censored cases from their data because their main interest lies in postadoption behavior, which is observed only for adopters (e.g., Prins et al. 2009 ). Excluding rightcensored cases does not only lead to a loss of information and efficiency, but-unless appropriate steps are taken-also generates several biases that can lead to erroneous research conclusions.
It is rather intuitive that omitting right-censored cases without taking precautions in the estimation procedure generates a downward bias in the expected duration and hence an upward bias in the mean hazard rate. This has long been known in statistics (e.g., Deemer and Votaw 1955, Den Broeder 1955) and has not escaped the notice of some social scientists either (e.g., Helsen and Schmittlein 1993, Tuma and Hannan 1979) . What has not been recognized, however, is that such practice also generates spurious positive duration dependence, i.e., an upward bias in how the hazard increases over time. Because positive duration dependence is often interpreted as evidence of contagion, applying standard hazard modeling techniques to truncated data can trick one into believing that there is evidence of contagion when there is none. This problem is similar to how underestimating the ceiling parameter is associated with overestimating the contagion parameter in macrolevel diffusion models (Van den Bulte and Lilien 1997) .
Truncation artifacts have implications for other substantive issues besides contagion. For instance, it may inflate the estimated price sensitivity for a new product and so lead firms to charge prices that are too low. It can also deflate the importance of time-invariant drivers of customer churn and so lead to erroneous customer lifetime value assessments. Our focus, however, will mainly be on contagion.
We first present some new analytical results on spurious duration dependence induced by right truncation. We then present the results from simulation studies in which we generate spurious positive duration dependence and contagion when the true data-generating process has neither, but the model ignores right truncation. We also find that right truncation attenuates the coefficients of time-invariant covariates. Next, we illustrate that these biases can negatively affect marketing policies in new product advertising, pricing, and customer management.
Finally, we assess the effectiveness of four simple approaches that researchers dealing with righttruncated data can use to protect themselves from being tricked by truncation: (i) using a likelihood function that correctly accounts for right truncation, (ii) using a nonparametric baseline hazard that absorbs the artificial positive duration dependence induced by truncation, (iii) using random effects, and (iv) including both a nonparametric baseline and random effects. We find that only the first approach protects against truncation artifacts-inflated coefficients of contagion and attenuated coefficients of timeinvariant covariates. Finally, we show that uncertainty about who should be included in the risk set does not justify self-inflicted truncation because moverstayer or split-population hazard models effectively handle that problem. For simplicity of exposition and relevance to marketers, all analyses pertain to situations where censoring occurs at some exogenous time that is constant across cases (Type I censoring).
Mathematical Analysis

Homogeneous Case in Continuous Time
Assume that adoption is a continuous-time process, and let h t , f t , and F t denote the hazard function, probability density function (pdf), and cumulative density function (cdf) of the true adoption times, with F 0 = 0. Let T > 0 denote the censoring time, such that by the end of the observation window F T adoptions have taken place (the distinction between the actual and expected level of censoring at T is not essential for our argument). Let h T t , f T t , and F T t denote the hazard function, pdf, and cdf of the truncated adoption times given truncation at T (t ≤ T ; F T T = 1). The standard relations apply:
In addition, the following relation between the two pdfs holds as well (e.g., Klein and Moeschberger 2003) :
Substituting (2) into (1b), and taking into account that (2) implies F T F T t = F t , we can express h T t as
Hence, the factor D T t = 1 − F t / F T − F t is a multiplier indicating to what extent the hazard function of the right-truncated process is different from that of the true process. It simply is the ratio of the number of survivors in the true population and that in the truncated population, and it can also be expressed in terms of the survival function, S t = 1 − F t :
This divergence has the following notable characteristics.
• The divergence is positive (D T t > 1 as long as F T < 1. This is consistent with prior results that truncation induces an upward bias in the hazard. Also, the divergence becomes larger the more severe the truncation (dD T t /dF T < 0 .
• Assuming f t > 0 for all t, the divergence becomes larger over time (dD T t /dt > 0 . Hence, right truncation induces spurious duration dependence.
• The amount of spurious duration dependence goes to infinity as time reaches the truncation point T D T t → as F t → F T < 1 .
• The divergence is convex with respect to time whenever df t /dt ≥ −2 f t 2 / F T − F t . This condition is met at every point in time in a process with hazard h t = p + qF t , regardless of the rate parameters (p > 0, q ≥ 0 and the truncation level, although it need not be for every conceivable process. Figure 1 plots the hazard function for an exponential process with a constant hazard rate of 0.10 as well as hazard functions for the process truncated at T = 15 and T = 30, corresponding to truncation at penetration levels of 79% and 96%, respectively. Because the true hazard is constant, the shape of the hazards for the truncated process is identical to that of the divergence multiplier. Figure 2 plots the hazard function for a Weibull process with the scale parameter equal to 0.10 and a shape parameter of 0.85 as well as hazard functions for the process truncated at T = 15 and Figure 2 , truncation can make a process with negative duration dependence appear as if it has U-shaped duration dependence.
Homogeneous Case in Discrete Time
When adoption is a discrete-time process evolving over periods 1 2 3 the hazard rate is a probability bounded between 0 and 1 and is defined as
The hazard of the truncated process now becomes
The multiplicative divergence behaves in the same fashion is in the continuous case, except that in the last period T , it reaches a maximum of h T −1 , so the hazard of the truncated process is forced to equal 1.
Heterogeneity in Hazard Rates
The derivations above did not make any assumption on the shape of the hazard function but did assume that it was homogeneous. When the hazard varies across members i of the population (i = 1 N , so does the divergence factor. It equals
Cases with a consistently higher hazard will have a lower divergence at first, since D iT 0 in continuous time and D iT 1 in discrete time both equal 1/ F i T , given that F 0 = 0. It is difficult to say anything definite about differences at later time points without imposing some parametric structure on the process. Hence, we focus on two instances of special interest: constant additive heterogeneity and constant multiplicative heterogeneity. For ease of exposition, we contrast the divergence of two cases, where one has a higher hazard than the other, h 2 t > h 1 t . In both instances, we rely on the general property that any continuous-time survival function can be written in terms of the integrated or cumulative hazard function: S t = exp − t 0 h u du . Constant additive heterogeneity, where h 2 t = + h 1 t and > 0, corresponds to adoption processes where some adopters have a higher time-invariant tendency to adopt early or, in Bass model terminology, have a higher coefficient of innovation. In this situation, we can write the survival function of the second customer as
Substituting this expression in Equation (4) gives
Hence, when the hazards of adoption differ between cases by an additive constant, then the amount of divergence between the true and truncated hazard differs between cases too as long as t < T (as t → T , all divergences tend to infinity in continuous-time processes). Specifically, cases with a higher hazard exhibit a lower divergence from truncation than cases with a lower hazard. Also, the difference in divergence from truncation is not constant over time.
We now turn to the instance of constant multiplicative heterogeneity, where h 2 t = h 1 t and > 1. This corresponds to the class of proportional hazards models, where time-invariant variables affect the hazard by a constant ratio regardless of time. This class includes popular models such as the Cox, Weibull, and exponential models. In this situation, we can write the survival function of the second customer as
Equations (7)-(10) establish two additional characteristics of the truncation-induced divergence when the hazards of adoption differ among cases by additive or multiplicativeconstants: • Cases with a higher hazard exhibit a lower divergence induced by truncation than cases with a lower hazard.
• The difference in the amount of divergence from truncation is not constant over time. Figure 3 illustrates these properties for two exponential processes with constant hazards 1 = 0 15 and 2 = 0 05, and divergences D iT t = 1/ 1 − e − i T −t . These two characteristics hold for discrete-time processes as well, where the probability of survival up to period t equals 1 − F i t − 1 = t−1 j=1 1 − P ij , with P ij being the hazard in period j. With constant additive heterogeneity, where P 2j = + P 1j and > 0, we have
Similarly, with constant multiplicative heterogeneity, P 2j = P 1j and > 1, we have
As with continuous time, a higher hazard is associated with a lower divergence, and the difference between the divergences varies over time.
The time-varying heterogeneity in divergence factors suggests that trying to control for right-truncation bias by controlling for unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity (e.g., through random effects) will be only partially successful at best. Although it may capture the average difference in divergence over time, it will not capture how this difference evolves over time. 
Monte Carlo Simulation Analysis
We have shown that deleting right-censored cases from the data creates spurious positive duration dependence in the hazard of the truncated process. Because positive duration dependence, and, more specifically, a hazard that increases with the cumulative number of prior adoptions, is often interpreted as evidence of contagion, our results show that truncation can lead one to believe contagion is at work when, in fact, there is none.
From a research practice point of view, our analytical results raise two new questions. First, is the spurious effect large enough to reject unwarrantedly the null hypothesis of no contagion, or create other problems of substantive interpretation? Second, what can one do to protect oneself against such Type I errors? In this section, we focus on the first question. The answer is not obvious a priori. For instance, Figure 1 shows that, when truncation occurs at T = 30 and only 5% of the cases are truncated, the upward divergence becomes meaningfully large only around period 20, at which time only 14% of the original population and approximately 9% of the estimation sample has not adopted yet. 4 Is the divergence in those last 9% of observed adoptions large enough to lead to biased estimates and erroneous rejection of the (true) null hypothesis?
We use Monte Carlo simulation to assess whether truncation effects can be large enough to create spurious evidence of contagion effects and create other problems of substantive interpretation. Because spurious duration dependence is especially problematic for research on social contagion, and discretetime rather than continuous-time models are typically 3 There is another more obvious reason to suspect that controlling for time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity in the hazards will not be an effective way to handle right-truncation biases: whereas we have just shown that right truncation creates spurious positive duration dependence, it is well known that unobserved heterogeneity creates spurious negative duration dependence in hazard rates. 4 In a discrete-time process with a constant hazard rate of 0.10, the probability of adoption by period 20 is approximately 86%, and hence the probability of not having adopted is approximately 14%. In addition, the probability of adoption by the end of the 30 periods is approximately 95%. Thus, between periods 20 and 30, there are approximately 9% more adoptions.
being used in such investigations (e.g., Bell and Song 2007 , Iyengar et al. 2011 , Manchanda et al. 2008 , Nam et al. 2010 , Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001), we also use discrete-time hazard rate models in our simulations.
For each data structure we create, we estimate the hazard model not only on the truncated sample but also on the nontruncated sample to check that we indeed recover the true parameter values when the data and model are correctly specified. We use standard maximum likelihood estimation. Let t i be the duration over which case i is observed, and let i be the censoring indicator, such that i = 1 if t i is not censored and adoption is observed and i = 0 if t i is censored such that adoption is not observed. The loglikelihood function for the sample of i = 1 N is then given by
In discrete time, this log-likelihood can be expressed in terms of a binary dependent variable model, where the adoption indicator variable y ij is set to 0 if i has not adopted by period j and is set to 1 if it has. The discrete-time hazard of adoption equals the probability P y ij = 1 y ij−1 = 0 , or P ij for short. The loglikelihood in Equation (13) can then be expressed as
which, in turn can be expressed as the log-likelihood for a panel data set with y ij as the dependent variable:
Estimating a standard hazard rate model to truncated data amounts to omitting the terms multiplied by 1 − i in Equations (13) and (14) without recognizing that the original population pdf f i t i should be replaced by the truncated pdf f T i t i = f i t i /F i T i . It also amounts to estimating Equation (15) after excluding all cases for which the dependent variable y ij remains 0 from 1 to t i .
Homogeneous Hazard
We start with the simplest situation where the true data-generating process has a hazard rate that is constant across cases as well as over time. We generate the data, estimate standard hazard models on both truncated and nontruncated data, and assess to what extent truncation-i.e., omitting censored cases from the estimation sample-generates spurious evidence of duration dependence and contagion.
We generate 1,000 data sets for each of six conditions in a 2×3 design: the sample size (N is either 500 or 1,000, and censoring occurs either at T = 15, T = 20, or T = 30. In each condition, we specify a discretetime process with hazard h t = −2 25 , where is the logistic cdf. This corresponds to h t = 0 09535, and leads to, on average, 78% of all people having adopted T = 15, 87% at T = 20, and 95% at T = 30.
5
In every cell of the design, each person is assumed to be part of a neighborhood (physical neighborhood or egocentric network) with N − 1 other members, each of which adopts stochastically at the same constant hazard rate. After generating all the data, we estimate two models: (1) model 1, with contagion (the number of adopters in one's neighborhood, divided by N to check for spurious contagion, and (2) model 2, with time and time squared to check for spurious duration dependence in general. In each of the six cells, we estimate each of the two models both with and without truncation.
When the data are not truncated and people who have not adopted by the end of the observation window are kept in the data set, the null hypotheses of no contagion, no time trend, and no quadratic trend are each rejected with 95% confidence in only about 5% of the cases. This is so, regardless of sample size and observation window. In short, censoring in itself is not a problem, as expected of a proper hazard model specification.
Truncation, however, leads to entirely different results. Figure 4 reports the histograms for the coefficients of contagion in model 1 across all 1,000 replications for each of the six cells. Three conclusions can be drawn. First, there is an upward bias in the contagion effect in each condition, as all distributions of estimated coefficients are shifted to the right of the true effect, 0. In actuality, each and every one of the 6,000 parameter estimates is larger than 0. Second, as expected, the bias decreases with the time of truncation (going from left to right in Figure 4 ) but is not affected by the sample size. For N = 500, the distribution mean decreases from 1.77 when T = 15, to 1.19 when T = 20, and to 0.58 when T = 30. For N = 1 000, the distribution means are 1.78, 1.19, and 0.58, respectively. Finally, again as one would expect, the variance is larger in smaller samples (top row versus bottom 5 Put differently, the average level of censoring and truncation is 22% when T = 15, 13% when T = 20, and 5% when T = 30. For representativeness, the samples sizes, the adoption hazard, and observation windows are chosen such that they cover the sample size (N ≈ 500), number of monthly observations (T = 34 , and censoring levels (at least 5%) reported in a recent study by Manchanda et al. (2008) . The same holds for choosing a logit discrete-time hazard model rather than another equally appropriate stochastic model of adoption. row) and in more highly truncated samples (left versus right columns). In short, there is very strong evidence of bias, and it is a function of the truncation level. Even 5% truncation (T = 30 generates a clear upward bias in contagion. Repeating this analysis for hazard values of approximately 5% and 15% produced the same patterns and qualitative insights.
Additional insights can be gained from performing significance tests on the coefficients of the included covariates (contagion in model 1, and time and time squared in model 2). Because their true effect is zero, in a correctly specified statistical model, one should reject the null hypothesis of no effect with 95% confidence in only 5% of the cases; in 2.5% of the cases, the Wald test statistic should indicate that the estimated coefficient is significantly smaller than zero; and in 2.5% of the cases, it should indicate that it is significantly larger than zero. As the first two double columns in Table 1 show, this is indeed what happens when censored observations are not truncated. Truncation, however, leads to rejecting the hypothesis of no contagion at a much higher frequency than the nominal level. As the third double column in Table 1 shows, truncation would lead one to believe to have found significant evidence of contagion in 92%-100% of all cases, even though the true effect is nil. The fourth column indicates that this indeed because of spurious positive (and convex) duration dependence induced by truncation, consistent with our analytical results and Figure 1 .
Our analytical results of truncation artifacts do not rely on restrictions on how the true hazard function evolves over time, and hence they also apply to processes with genuine positive or negative duration dependence. To illustrate that the resulting biases can be quite significant in those cases as well, we performed a few additional small-scale simulations where the true data-generating process has genuine positive duration dependence, genuine negative duration dependence, or genuine contagion (see §2 of the electronic companion).
Attenuation of the Effect of
Time-Invariant Covariates As the literature on unobserved heterogeneity in hazard models shows, spurious negative duration dependence can create biases in the coefficients of time-invariant covariates (Lancaster 1990, Vaupel and Yashin 1985) . We now illustrate how right truncation and the resulting spurious positive duration dependence can also lead to erroneous research conclusions on such covariates.
First, we generated 1,000 instances of a discretetime process with the case-specific hazard specified as h i t = −2 25 + x i , where is the logistic cdf, x i is an observed time-invariant covariate distributed N 0 1 , and t goes from 0 to T = 20. Estimating the model on the nontruncated data led to successful recovery of the parameters, whereas estimating the model on the truncated sample led to a pronounced downward bias in the coefficient of x i from its true value of 1 to an average estimate of 0.53, with all 1,000 estimates being significantly smaller than the true value p < 0 05 . A variant of the analysis set x i to be a binary variable taking values −1 1 equally distributed across cases. The average of the 1,000 estimates was 0.54, with all estimates significantly smaller than the true value p < 0 05 . Thus, again, right truncation generated a downward bias in the effect of the time-invariant covariate. This attenuation is similar to that in truncated linear regression models estimated with standard ordinary least squares ignoring the truncation.
Joint Effects of Truncation and
Unobserved Heterogeneity As we have documented, right truncation leads to spurious positive duration dependence. It is well known that unobserved heterogeneity creates spurious negative duration dependence in hazard rates. Here, we explore the interaction between these two effects by considering the effect of truncation on duration dependence when the true model has unobserved heterogeneity. As the negative effect of unobserved heterogeneity is the largest early in the process when the heterogeneity is the greatest, but the positive effect of truncation is the largest late in the process when F t approaches F T < 1, one would expect the joint effect of truncation and unobserved heterogeneity to be a U-shaped distortion of the true duration dependence.
To document this phenomenon, we generated 1,000 instances of a discrete-time process with the timeinvariant, case-specific hazard specified as h i t = −2 25 + x i , where x i is a time-invariant covariate distributed N 0 1/2 or N 0 1 , and t goes from 0 to T = 20. As expected, estimating a model excluding the effect of x i with a flexible baseline hazard (time dummies) on the nontruncated data led to the well-known spurious negative duration, with the problem being more pronounced in the data with the greater variance in the unobserved variable (see Figure 5 (a)). Truncation dramatically changes the situation. As expected, estimating a model with unobserved heterogeneity and truncation produces spurious U-shaped duration dependence (see Figure 5(b) ). Note, the effect of truncation is larger than that of unobserved heterogeneity, and the U shape is visibly pronounced only in the case with the higher level of heterogeneity. A variant of the analysis with binary unobserved heterogeneity and x i taking values (−1/2 1/2 or −1 1 produces similar conclusions.
Conclusions from Simulations
Our simulations show that the analytical results presented earlier are consequential. The right-truncation bias is often large enough to induce (i) spurious positive duration dependence, (ii) spurious evidence of social contagion, (iii) overestimation of genuine contagion (see §2 of the electronic companion), and (iv) deflated effects of time-invariant covariates. Log odds of hazard rate
Note. In panel a, the lines are not perfectly smooth because they show the average across 1,000 replications.
Managerial Implications of Right-Truncation Artifacts
We now document some managerial implications of these biases. We consider three substantive issues: new product pricing without contagion, new product advertising with contagion, and customer lifetime value.
New Product Pricing
Prices of new technologies and products often decrease over time. Optimal dynamic pricing policies require managers to forecast the price sensitivity of adoption for such innovations. Often, this can be done by analyzing data of previously introduced analogous products. Our results imply that if the analysis of the analog uses truncated data, the price coefficient will be inflated. This, in turn, will lead the firm to set prices that are too low. Consider a new product with a market potential of 50,000 customers. Management wants to set the prices for the first 20 periods that will maximize the net present value of the profits over this time span, given a marginal cost of zero, a fixed cost per period of $250, and a 10% discount rate. The company has data on an analogous product, covering 50,000 potential adopters adopting with a true discrete-time hazard h i t = −1 75 − 0 05p t , where is the logistic cdf, i goes from 1 to 50,000, t goes from 1 to T = 20, and p t is the price variable. The price of the analog product decreased linearly from a price of $20 to $1. The censoring level is 13%.
We simulated such data and found that estimating the model on the censored but nontruncated data leads to successful recovery of the parameters. In contrast, estimating the model on the truncated data resulted in a pronounced overestimation of the price sensitivity from its true value of −0 05 to an estimate of −0 11 (SE = 0 001 .
Using the estimates from the censored but nontruncated data, the optimal policy for the new product is to decrease the price over time from $28.41 at launch to $21.20 in period 20. 6 This generates a true expected net present value (NPV) of $380,254. Using the estimates from the truncated data, the optimal price declines from $17.34 to $10.72. Inserting this pricing policy in the true model with a price sensitivity of −0.05 generates a true expected NPV of $331,413, which is 13% less than what could be gained from the policy based on the correct analysis. Note that the optimization and profit calculations in both cases assume 50,000 potential adopters for the new product and differ only in the hazard equation used as input for the optimization. These results illustrate how truncation bias can lead managers to leave substantial profits on the table.
New Product Advertising
New product managers are often keenly interested in identifying effective combinations of paid-for marketing communications and free word of mouth. Both intuition and formal analysis suggest that the optimum is to start with high advertising (or other marketing effort) to trigger initial adoptions and then reduce spending over time as the "snowball" of free word of mouth takes over (e.g., Horsky and Simon 1983) . Our results imply that managers basing their advertising decisions on truncated data are likely to overestimate the importance of word of mouth and hence to cut their advertising and other marketing efforts too quickly.
Consider a new product with a market potential of 50,000 customers. Management wants to determine advertising levels for the first 20 periods that will maximize the net present value of the profits over this time span, given a unit price with zero marginal cost, an advertising cost per period that is 50 times the level of advertising (e.g., gross rating points), and a 10% discount rate. The company has historical adoption data on an analogous product. The data cover 6 The decrease in optimal price over time stems from the link between current price level, current adoptions, and the remaining market potential in the future. Myopic sequential period-by-period optimization or using a constant market potential both lead to a constant optimal price. 50,000 potential adopters with a true discrete-time adoption hazard h i t = −3 00 + 0 50 ln a t , where is the logistic cdf, i goes from 1 to 50,000, t goes from 1 to T = 20, and a t is the level of advertising. For the analog product, the company used advertising pulsing, alternating between an advertising level of 1 unit or 1.5 units every period. The censoring level is 34%.
The company is not aware of the true hazard and erroneously believes that adoption might be subject to word of mouth. The analysts therefore estimate a hazard model that includes not only an intercept and the log of advertising but also a contagion variable (the fraction of all potential adopters that has already adopted in the last period), consistent with Horsky and Simon (1983) . Estimating this model on the nontruncated data recovers the true parameters and provides no evidence of a significant contagion effect. In contrast, estimating the model on the truncated sample leads to a sizable spurious contagion effect of 2.64 p < 0 05 , whereas the effect of advertising is slightly inflated at 0.61-still close to its true value of 0.50. Figure 6 shows the optimal advertising policies identified from both models. Using the proper estimates from the nontruncated data, the optimal policy is to decrease advertising gradually from 40.73 at launch to 2.78 in period 20. Inserting this policy in the true model generates a true expected NPV of $23,326. Using the estimates from the truncated data leads to an advertising path that declines steeply from 37.29 at launch to 1.27 in period 6, and then it further declines to 0.05 in period 20. Inserting this second policy in the true model generates a true expected NPV of only $19,810. This is 15% less than from the policy based on the correct analysis. As with the pricing example, the optimization and profit calculations in both cases assume 50,000 potential adopters for the new product. The differences in advertising policies and NPVs illustrate how truncation biases in contagion estimates can lead to suboptimal advertising decisions. 
Customer Lifetime Value
Hazard models are also used for predicting churn, a critical input in calculating customer lifetime value (CLV) that puts a ceiling on the cost a firm would be willing to incur to acquire a customer. A recent study by Schmitt et al. (2011) , for instance, found that customers acquired through a referral program were approximately 20% less likely to churn than customers acquired through other means, and calculated the corresponding maximum referral fee that was economically justified. Truncation would induce spurious duration dependence and so lead managers to erroneously believe that loyalty is deteriorating over time. It would also result in underestimating the effect of time-invariant covariates and so depress differences in churn between referred and nonreferred customers, leading the firm to spend too little on the referral fee.
To illustrate these problems, we generate data on 50,000 customers with a discrete-time hazard of defection h i t = −2 00 − 0 20x i , where is the logistic cdf, i goes from 1 to 50,000, x i is a dummy that indicates whether customer i is a referred customer, and t goes from 1 to T = 20. The data consist of 25,000 referred and nonreferred customers each. Given the hazard model, the per-period defection rate for the nonreferred customers is approximately 12%, whereas that for referred customers is approximately 10%. The censoring level is 34%. Estimating the model on the nontruncated data leads to successful recovery of the parameters. Adding a flexible baseline hazard produced does not produce any significant effect p > 0 05 among the time dummies. In contrast, estimating the model with flexible baseline hazard on the truncated sample leads to a pronounced bias in the coefficient of x i from its true value of −0.20 to an average estimate of −0 12. In addition, we find evidence of an increasing baseline hazard of defection. Thus, there are two erroneous conclusions from the analysis on the truncated sample-decreasing customer loyalty and too small a difference in churn rates between referred and nonreferred customers.
We calculate the economic relevance of the latter using the NPV of the referred and nonreferred customer bases over 20 periods. We assume a unit margin and a discount rate of 10%. Based on the estimates from the nontruncated data, the predicted NPV of referred and nonrefereed customers is $110,749 and $98,949, respectively. The difference is $11,800. As there are 25,000 customers of each type, a company should be willing to pay a premium of $0.47 to acquire a referral customer. Based on the estimates from the truncated data, the predicted NPV of referred and nonrefereed customers is $96,067 and $89,422, respectively. The difference of $6,645 implies that the company should be willing to pay only an additional $0.27 for a referred customer. This is approximately 43% lower than the true difference of $0.47 and illustrates how truncation leads to underappreciating differences in customer lifetime value.
How to Handle Right Truncation
Having documented the problem, we now turn to what one can do to protect oneself from being tricked by truncation. One path of action is obviously to avoid the problem by carefully defining the population at risk, drawing a proper sample, keeping all censored cases in the sample, and handling censoring through standard hazard modeling. For instance, when studying the adoption of the third prescription drug launched in a specific therapeutic category, Iyengar et al. (2011) defined the population of physicians at risk as those who had prescribed one or both of the two incumbent drugs at least once within the last two years prior to launch of the focal drug. However, occasions arise where researchers do not observe the censored cases and have genuinely truncated data (e.g., Nam et al. 2010) , or in which they are not certain as to whether censored cases are indeed at risk of adoption or not (e.g., Song 2007, Manchanda et al. 2008) . To assist researchers facing the first problem, we assess the effectiveness of four procedures to protect oneself against right-truncation artifacts: (i) using an analytical correction to the discrete-time hazard likelihood function, (ii) including a nonparametric baseline hazard, (iii) including random effects, and (iv) including both a nonparametric baseline hazard and random effects. To assist researchers facing the second problem, we suggest applying moverstayer hazard or split-population hazard models to use the information in the data to determine how large the risk set is (e.g., Dekimpe et al. 1998, Sinha and Chandrashekaran 1992) , and we briefly assess their effectiveness in correctly recovering the true data-generating process. In this section, we focus on the first problem: how to accommodate one's model for right truncation.
Properly Correcting the Likelihood Function
Researchers working with genuinely truncated data can modify their likelihood functions to properly take into account truncation (e.g., Moe and Fader 2002) . The standard likelihood expression for a discrete-time hazard model set up as a panel model estimated on truncated data is Equation (15), limited to cases with i = 1:
y ij ln P ij + 1 − y ij ln 1 − P ij where P ij is i's hazard of adoption in period j. The analytical expression for the divergence factors can be used to correct this likelihood for the divergence induced by right truncation:
where (16b) uses the fact that the discrete-time survival function up to period j of case i equals j−1 k=1 1 − P ik and so D ijT = 1/ 1 − T k=j 1 − P ik , as developed earlier (Equation (11)). An alternative derivation of (16b) is to start with the proper loglikelihood function for a truncated process:
and note that (17b) can be rewritten as (16b), just as (14) can be rewritten as (15).
There are three caveats. First, the analytical correction requires one to compute the hazards from periods 1 through T even for the cases who adopted before T . That means that one cannot use covariates in the model that are not observed after adoption. Time-invariant covariates are obviously not a problem, nor are variables that are determined by what goes on in i's environment or social network. Second, the correction need not be quite accurate when truncation can happen randomly before the end of the observation window T . Because the true random time of truncation is by definition not observed, however, using the latest possible time of random truncation, which is T , when computing the corrected pdf and likelihood is the best one can do (Kalbfleisch and Lawless 1992) . Finally, note that the second term in Equations (16a) and (16b) involves ln 0 in the last period j = T , which is not defined, but this quantity is actually never computed since 1 − y ij always equals zero in the last period in a truncated data set. Similarly, the first term involves ln 1 = 0 in the last period j = T , which is at it should be because the cases who have survived until the last period in a truncated sample must adopt by definition. Because their adoptions provide no information, they should not contribute to the likelihood.
Flexible Baseline Hazard
When the model has no observed or unobserved heterogeneity in the hazards, then all cases will have the same divergence factor. Simply adding time dummies for each and every period will then capture the divergence between the true and the truncated hazard.
7 This is quite easy to implement with standard software packages. There are three caveats, though. First, the procedure induces a slight loss of degrees of freedom compared with the analytical correction for which no additional parameters need to be estimated. Second, the flexible baseline will absorb all cross-time variation that is common across cases, so the effect of common time-varying covariates cannot be estimated anymore. Finally, the correction will not be perfect when there are covariates that vary across the cases. As shown earlier, heterogeneity in hazards implies heterogeneity in divergences, so a flexible but common baseline will control only for the average divergence in each time period but not the heterogeneity in divergences across cases within each time period. As a result of this unobserved heterogeneity in true divergences, the flexible baseline hazard will overcorrect the cases with high hazards and low divergence and undercorrect the cases with low hazards and high divergence. As a result, the coefficients of variables that vary across cases will be biased toward zero.
Random Effects
Our analytical results imply that simply adding random effects is not an effective way to protect oneself from truncation artifacts. When there is no observed or unobserved heterogeneity in the true process, then there will be no heterogeneity in the divergence either. When there is heterogeneity in the true hazards, in contrast, then there will also be heterogeneity in the divergences, but this heterogeneity will be time varying and will hence not be accommodated by controlling for time-invariant heterogeneity.
Flexible Baseline Hazard with Random Effects
Including both a flexible baseline hazard and random effects may perform better than using each separately, as the model now controls for the average convex time trend and allows for constant heterogeneity around that trend. Still, one would expect this procedure to be less effective than the analytical fix because it does not capture the time-varying nature of the heterogeneity in the divergences. One would also expect it to be less efficient because it requires the estimation of several additional baseline parameters and one variance parameter.
Monte Carlo Simulation
We assess the performance of these four correction procedures in four different data structures. Results are reported in §3 of the electronic companion. The key result is that only the analytical correction provides effective protection against truncation artifacts, especially when truncation amounts to not more than 50%. A caveat, however, is that even though the procedure holds the bias in check, truncation still decreases the amount of information in the data and so increases the variance in the estimates. Thus, whereas the analytical correction holds the attenuation of covariate effects and overestimation of contagion in check quite effectively on average, it is difficult to indicate a priori how good the parameter estimates will be for a particular empirical application with an extreme level of truncation, such as 80%.
Empirical Applications
We now illustrate the effectiveness of the four correction methods on two data sets that have been used in past research. For each application, we first estimate a model using the nontruncated data (which we call "original" estimates). Next, we remove the right-censored observations, estimate the model on the truncated data set using each of the four correction methods, and check how close those estimated parameters are to the original values. Note that what matters for the present research purpose is not whether each model includes the "correct" set of covariates representing the true data generating process but whether truncation affects one's conclusions about the effect of those covariates.
5.6.1. Medical Innovation. The first data set is the famous Medical Innovation data (Burt 1986 ) from the original study by Coleman et al. (1966) . The data set contains information on the adoption of tetracycline by 125 physicians in four small cities in Illinois from its launch in November 1953 to March 1955. As Table 2 Medical Innovation a For the model with random effects only, the estimated variance of unobserved heterogeneity was the lower bound of 1E-8. Thus, there is no evidence of unobserved heterogeneity.
* p > 0 05. All the remaining parameters are significant at p < 0 05.
there are missing covariates for 5 physicians, the final data cover 120 physicians, with 104 of them having adopted the drug by the end of the data period (13% censoring rate). Thus, the nontruncated data covers 120 physicians, whereas the truncated data covers 104 physicians. The covariates are defined as follows. Contagion is the fraction of one's direct network contacts who have adopted previously. We have information on this variable for all 120 physicians over the entire 17 months, as required to implement the analytical correction. Log journals is the logarithm of the number of journals a physician receives or subscribes to. Science is a binary attitudinal measure coded as 1 if the physician agreed with the statement that it is more important for a physician to "keep himself informed of new scientific developments [than to] devote more time to his patients," and as 0 otherwise. Chief is also a dummy variable, capturing whether a physician has a chief or honorary position in his hospital.
The results in Table 2 show that the model without correction attenuates the coefficients of time-invariant covariates and inflates that of contagion. The analytical fix recovers the parameters, especially that of contagion, rather well. Simply adding a flexible baseline attenuates the impact of contagion so much so that it is not significant anymore (see also Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001) . Adding random effects does not give any improvement over the model without correction. Finally, adding both random effects and a flexible baseline is better than either of the two corrections separately, but it still does not recover the original parameter estimates. In short, not accounting for truncation leads one to overestimate the amount of contagion and underestimate the importance of independent drivers of adoption, and it would lead managers to rely too much on word of mouth and to poorly identify the best seeding points to start a viral campaign.
5.6.2. Netgrocer.com. The second data set is from a study by Bell and Song (2007) . It contains information on zip code-level adoptions of the Internet retailer Netgrocer.com in 29,701 U.S. residential zip codes covering a period of 45 months from its launch in May 1997 to January 2001. As many as 11,791 zip codes did not see any adoption during the data window, amounting to 40% censoring. The main analysis by Bell and Song uses all the data from all 29,701 zip codes and does not suffer from right truncation. It is only in a robustness check that the authors use the truncated data with only 17,730 zip codes.
The zip code-specific contagion variable used by Bell and Song (2007) was available only until adoption but missing afterwards (this was confirmed in a personal communication with the authors), which precludes the use of the analytical correction. To circumvent this problem, we created a new contagion variable based on the cumulative fraction of all zip codes that had adopted previously. As this variable is common across zip codes, its effect is not identified in a model when a flexible baseline is included. Thus, we investigate only the effectiveness of the analytical correction and of adding random effects. Table 3 shows the results for a very simple model controlling only for the size of the population in the zip code. Right truncation leads to overestimating the importance of contagion and underestimating that of the time-invariant covariate. The analytical correction does very well and produces estimates that are close to the original values, though the contagion parameter is somewhat inflated. Including a random effect, in contrast, is not effective at all. Extending the model with variables capturing differences in household demographics across zip codes (described in detail in the original study) does not change this conclusion (see Table 4 ). Here again, not accounting for truncation would make researchers overestimate the extent of contagion and underestimate the importance of demographic drivers of adoption, leading managers to rely too much on word-of-mouth dynamics and to poorly identify the best zip codes to target initially. Note. All parameters are significant at p < 0 05. Note. All parameters are significant at p < 0 05.
Note, the model that Bell and Song (2007) estimated on both original and truncated data included a flexible baseline, and the estimated coefficient of contagion in their robustness analysis on the truncated data (0.15) was actually slightly smaller than that from the main analysis (0.17) on the full data. This decrease in a model using a flexible baseline is consistent with our own simulation results (see Tables A5-A7 in  §3 of the electronic companion) and with our reanalysis of the Medical Innovation data (see Table 2 ).
Managerial Applications
Finally, we revisit the three illustrations of managerial implications for pricing, advertising, and CLV calculations. Specifically, we now also estimate each model on the truncated data using the appropriately corrected likelihood function. As Table 5 shows, this allows one to recover the true parameter values. This in turn leads to pricing and advertising decisions that generate NPVs as high as the analysis using nontruncated data, and it also leads to a correct assessment of the CLV differential and hence justifiable acquisition cost differential.
Avoiding Self-Inflicted Truncation Using Mover-Stayer Modeling
As we have shown, analytically correcting the likelihood function for right truncation helps in protecting oneself from reaching erroneous conclusions when dealing with such data. There are some studies, however, where the original data were not truncated, yet the researchers chose to delete all nonadopters prior to estimation, either in the main analysis (e.g., Manchanda et al. 2008) or as a robustness check (e.g., Bell and Song 2007) because they were uncertain about whether censored cases were indeed at risk of adoption. Note that deleting censored cases and estimating a standard hazard model amounts to assuming that these cases were never at risk of adopting to begin with. This is quite a strong assumption.
Researchers who are uncertain about what cases to include in their analysis, however, need not rely purely on their own judgment. Instead, they can use mover-stayer or split-population hazard models and exploit the information in the data (e.g., Colombo and Morrison 1989 , Dekimpe et al. 1998 , Sinha and Chandrashekaran 1992 , Srinivasan et al. 2006 . In these models, the population is assumed to consist of two unobserved groups or latent classes: a mover group following a transition process specified by the hazard model, and a stayer group with a zero probability of change (in our case, adoption). One possible concern with this approach, however, is that the best-fitting fraction of "stayers" might be too close to the fraction of nonadopters observed by the end of the data window (Dekimpe et al. 1998 ). This would imply that, according to the model estimates, the diffusion process has come to closure by the end of the data window, which need not be true. To the extent that the fraction of stayers who will never adopt is overestimated, the fraction of "movers" who will ultimately adopt is underestimated, leading again to truncation bias. Investigating whether mover-stayer models suffer from this problem is important to researchers who are uncertain about the size of the population at risk and who might decide to right truncate their data instead (e.g., Manchanda et al. 2008) and to researchers who wonder whether using split-population hazard models with an unknown fraction of ultimate adopters is subject to the same problems as macrolevel diffusion models with an unknown ceiling (Bemmaor and Lee 2002, Van den Bulte and Lilien 1997) .
A simulation study reported in §4 of the electronic companion indicates that, in large samples without extreme right censoring, well-specified mover-stayer models quite effectively recover the true datagenerating process and hence avoid the need for one to truncate one's data. The parameter recovery is excellent even with an overparametrized class membership equation. Researchers who are uncertain about the risk set in their analysis can, and we believe should, avoid self-inflicted right truncation and its ensuing biases by using mover-stayer or splitpopulation hazard models instead.
7. Conclusion 7.1. Truncation Artifacts Marketing researchers are aware that omitted variables and reverse causality can generate spurious evidence of contagion. What has not been appreciated so far, however, is that right truncation in hazard modeling-an issue faced in several recent studiescan also trick one into seeing evidence of contagion, or more generally a positive trend in the hazard, when there is none. We have shown the following six consequences of right truncation analytically:
1. Right truncation inflates the hazard rate, and the divergence becomes larger the more severe the truncation.
2. Assuming f t > 0 for all t, the divergence becomes larger over time. Hence, right truncation induces spurious duration dependence.
3. As time reaches the truncation point T , the amount of spurious duration dependence goes to infinity in continuous-time analysis and goes to the reciprocal of the true hazard in discrete-time analysis.
4. The divergence is convex with respect to time whenever df t /dt ≥ −2 f t 2 / F T − F t . This condition is met at every point in time in a process with hazard h t = p + qF t regardless of the rate parameters (p > 0, q ≥ 0) and the truncation level, although it need not be for every conceivable process.
5. When there is population heterogeneity, cases with a higher hazard exhibit a lower divergence induced by truncation than cases with a lower hazard.
6. When there is population heterogeneity, the difference in the amount of divergence from truncation is not constant over time.
These analytical results hold regardless of how the true hazard function evolves over time and hence apply to processes with genuine positive or negative duration dependence. To our knowledge, all these results apart from the first one are new.
Simulation analyses show that the biases induced by right truncation are large enough to result in seriously misleading inferences. First, unless the model includes a flexible baseline, deleting censored cases from the analysis will lead one to overestimate the amount of contagion.
8 More generally, it will inflate or deflate the effect of trending variables, depending on the sign of the coefficient and the trend of the variable. Second, deleting censored cases from the analysis will underestimate the importance of time-invariant characteristics in the transition process.
Truncation can affect decisions pertaining to pricing, advertising, and customer acquisition. The profit impact, we have shown, can be significant. The specific consequences will vary across application areas. Researchers interested in managing contagion for new products, for instance, will note that the erroneous inferences will make managers rely too much on word of mouth in their market development efforts and poorly identify the customers most likely to adopt (and start generating buzz) early. We trust that thoughtful researchers of firm entry patterns, customer churn, sales force turnover, purchase acceleration, and other areas where hazard models are used will readily identify what our findings mean to their own area of application.
Recommendations for Research Practice
Researchers should avoid deleting censored cases. They can do so by carefully defining the population at risk, drawing a proper sample, keeping all censored cases in the sample, and handling censoring through standard hazard modeling (e.g., Iyengar et al. 2011) . However, occasions arise where researchers do not observe the censored cases and have genuinely truncated data (e.g., Moe and Fader 2002, Nam et al. 2010 ). In such cases, using an analytical correction to the likelihood function of the hazard model is quite effective in recovering the true data-generating process, provided right truncation is not too high (in our simulation study, not more than 50%). Three alternative methods, (i) a nonparametric baseline hazard, (ii) random effects, and (iii) both a nonparametric baseline hazard and random effects, are all ineffective.
Some adoption researchers have chosen to right truncate their data because they were uncertain that censored cases were indeed at risk of adoption. Our analyses show that mover-stayer or split-population hazard models can recover the true data-generating structure very well, making self-inflicted right truncation and all the ensuing biases unnecessary and unjustifiable. An important caveat, however, is that we analyzed the performance of mover-stayer modeling under rather benign conditions. The statistical literature emphasizes that such models should not be used indiscriminately as the empirical estimates can be unstable in field applications (Farewell 1982 (Farewell , 1986 Meeker 1987; Miley 1978) . Statisticians recommend that the approach be used with caution, especially when dealing with small to moderate samples, when the time spacing between late adoptions is not much larger than that between early adoptions and when there is no good theoretical or empirical support for the existence of a stayer segment (Farewell 1986 , Kuk and Chen 1992 , Li et al. 2001 . The latter condition again points to the need for carefully delineating the population of interest when designing one's study.
In conclusion, we recommend researchers do the following:
1. Ideally, define the population at risk carefully, sample it appropriately, keep all censored cases in the sample, and handle censoring through standard hazard modeling.
2. When being justifiably concerned that not all cases included in the data are truly at risk, use a mover-stayer model rather than truncating their data voluntarily.
3. When facing genuinely right-truncated data, use the proper analytically corrected likelihood.
Our work also provides a compelling argument against the use of case-specific fixed effects to control for unobserved heterogeneity in discrete-time hazard models. The maximum likelihood estimate of the fixed effect for a right-censored case is minus infinity (e.g., Chamberlain 1980) , meaning that such cases do not contribute to the model's likelihood value. Our work shows that such truncation leads to serious biases. Thus, rather than protecting against artifacts, using fixed effects generates spurious contagion in discrete-time hazard models.
Envoy
Estimating regular hazard models on right-truncated data, we have shown, can trick researchers into inflating duration dependence, inflating contagion, and deflating the importance of heterogeneity. Social contagion and heterogeneity are fundamental drivers of diffusion and adoption processes yet can easily be confounded. Recent research underscores the importance of properly quantifying each for both theoretical and practical purposes (e.g., Aral et al. 2009 , Choi et al. 2010 , Iyengar et al. 2011 , Manchanda et al. 2008 , Van den Bulte and Stremersch 2004 . Our results on the deleterious effects of right truncation and on how to avoid them will help marketing scientists make greater progress in this endeavor.
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